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1. INTRODUCTION 
An arrangement of hyperplanes, or simply an arrangement, is a pair, 
(&, V), in which V is a finite dimensional vector space and &’ is a finite 
set of hyperplanes in V. For the purposes of this paper, we will take all vec- 
tor spaces to be over the complex numbers. Let (&, V) be an arrangement, 
and suppose that W is a subgroup of GL( I’) that permutes the elements of 
d. Then W acts on the topological space M= V\lJHEd H, and so the 
singular cohomology with complex coefficients, H*(M, C), is naturally a 
C W-module. In this paper, we will give a decomposition of H*(M, C), 
as a @W-module, when W is a Weyl group of type B, and d is the set of 
complexilied hyperplanes corresponding to the reflections in W. 
More precisely, suppose that W is a Weyl group of type B,. Recall that 
a double partition of I is an ordered pair of partitions I = (2 +, A - ) with the 
property that the sum of the parts of il+ and 1- is 1. For a partition, rc, 
we will denote the number of non-zero parts of rc by h(x). It is well known 
that the conjugacy classes in W are indexed by double partitions of 1 
(see [ 1 I). Our main result is that for each double partition of I, I, there is 
a subgroup, Yj. of W, and a linear character of Y2, iA, so that for each p 
with O<p <I we have 
HP(M, a=)~ @ ind R(L) (1.1) 
A,h(l+)=/Lp 
as @W-modules. We obtain this decomposition by combining the methods 
of Lehrer and Solomon [S] with the basis for H*(M, C) in type B, given 
by Lehrer [4] to construct a filtration of H*(M, C) by C W-submodules, 
indexed by the conjugacy classes of W. The associated graded module then 
gives rise to the decomposition (1.1). 
Suppose now that W is a finite Coxeter group of rank I, let V be the 
complexilication of the real vector space affording the reflection representa- 
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tion of W, and consider W as a subset of GL( V). For M: E W, let H(M~) be 
the dimension of the image of the linear transformation u‘- 1. Carter [1] 
shows that n is a class function. For each p with 0 d p d 1, let $$ be a set 
of representatives for the conjugacy classes in n-‘(p), and for c E VP, let 
Z(c) be the centralizer of c. When W is of type A,, Lehrer and Solomon 
[S] give a decomposition 
(1.2) 
as @W-modules, where [c is a linear character of Z(c). They conjecture that 
there is a decomposition of this type for every finite Coxeter group. In (1.1) 
the subgroups Y, are not in general the subgroups, Z(c), called for in (1.2). 
Thus, the conjecture is neither proved, for W of type B,, nor disproved by 
(1.1). 
In the final section of this paper we give two applications of the main 
result to the computation of the characters, t?‘, afforded by the C W- 
modules Hp(M, C), 0 <p d Z, when W is of type B,. First, we compute the 
multiplicities of the linear characters of Win the various V’s, then we com- 
pute the values of the ep’s on the classes which contain a positive or 
negative I-cycle. These latter values have also been obtained by Lehrer [4] 
and are used to compute the Poincare polynomials P,,,(t), for w  E W. In [4] 
the character afforded by H’(M, C) is explicitly determined; however, the 
module-theoretic decomposition (1.1) does not seem to lead directly to an 
obvious simplification of this computation. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we summarize 
various results of Orlik and Solomon and Lehrer and Solomon concerning 
the structure of H*(M, C) when W is any finite Coxeter group. In Sec- 
tion 3 we restrict ourselves to the case in which W is of type B,, and in 
Theorem 3.8 we give a precise statement of the decomposition (1.1). The 
proof of Theorem 3.8 is given in Section 4 in a special case and in Section 5 
in the general case. Finally, in Section 6 we give two applications of 
Theorem 3.8 to the computation of the character afforded by H*(M, C) 
when W is of type B,. 
2. GENERALITIES ON COXETER ARRANGEMENTS 
As mentioned above, in this section we collect several results of Orlik 
and Solomon [8,9], and Lehrer and Solomon [S], concerning Coxeter 
arrangements. Since we are concerned with arrangements of type B,, we 
will state these results as they apply to arrangements determined by finite 
Weyl groups. 
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Let V be an I-dimensional vector space (over C) and let Cp be the 
complexification of a real root system in V. Fix a positive system, @+, in 
@ and let W be the Weyl group of @. For CI E CD, let H(a) be the hyperplane 
in V orthogonal to a and put d = {H(a) 1 a E @’ }. We will consider the 
arrangement (&, V). Let L be the lattice of intersections of elements of &, 
ordered by reverse inclusion. The action of W on @ extends to an action 
of W on L with 
w(H(a,)n ... nH(a,))=H(w(a,))n ... nH(w(a,)) 
for WE Wand a,, . . . . a,E@. 
Let A be the algebra of L as defined in [9, Section 21, so A is a graded 
anticommutative C-algebra with degree 1 generators {a, 1 a E CD + } and 
relations (where the caret means delete) 
ij+-l.E ,... c...a,=o (2.1) 
whenever { aI, . . . . a,> is a linearly dependent subset of CD+. 
For a E -@ +, let ucr = a-, . The action of W on L extends to an action 
of W on A as algebra automorphisms (see [9]) satisfying w  . a, = awCaj for 
wE Wand aE@. For XEL define 
Ax=span{a,,... u,IH(a,)n ... nH(a,)=X}. 
If WE W and XEL, then clearly w.AX=AwX. Also, for O<p<Z, define 
AP=span{u,,...u,pIa,, . . . . a, are linearly independent >. 
Let M= V\(UHEd H). The following theorem is proved in [9]: 
THEOREM 2.2. With the preceding notation, 
(1) A z @i=, AP is a graded C-algebra, 
(2) for O<p<l, AP= @ A, (sum over X in L with dim X=1-p), 
and 
(3) there is a W-equivuriant isomorphism of graded C-algebras, 
A r H*(M, a=). 
Let 0 be an orbit of W on L and define dim 0 to be the common value 
of dim X for XE~. Put A,= eXEO Ax. Now fix XEO and let Nx= 
{WE WjwX=X}. Th en A, is a @NYmodule, and by a characterization 
of induced modules [Z, Proposition 10.51, we have A, zind,W,(A,) as 
C W-modules. 
Let ~3~ be a set of representatives for the orbits, 0, of W on L having 
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dim @ = I - p. Then combining the remark in the preceding paragraph with 
Theorem 2.2, we see that 
(2.3) 
as CIV-modules. It will follow from Theorem 3.8 that if W is of’ type B, 
and XE L, then A, is a sum of induced modules. Thus, by transitivity of 
induction, (1.1) follows from (2.3). 
We conclude this section with a result that is undoubtedly well known 
but does not seem to be stated explicitly in the literature. For WE W, let 
Fix(w)= {UE Vjw(u)=o}; and for XE L, let F, = {w E W( Fix(w) =X}. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X be in L. Then dim AX = 1 F,I. 
ProoJ: It follows from a result of Carter [l, Lemma 21 that det(w) = 
’ (-1) - dim(Fix(w)) for w  E W. Thus, for w  E F, we have det(w) = ( - 1 )‘pdim x. 
Let p be the Mobius function on L (see [9]). Then by [9, Lemma 2.171, 
dim~x=(-l)‘~dimX p(X), for XE L; and by [8, Lemma4.71, n(X)= 
c w  E FX det (w). Therefore, 
dimAx=(-l)‘-dimX c (-l)‘-dimX=IFxl, 
I1’EF.y 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let A and W be as above. Then dim A = I WI. 
Proof This follows directly from Proposition 2.4. 
3. ARRANGEMENTS OF TYPE B, 
For the rest of this paper (d, V) will be an arrangement of type B,, 
defined as follows: Fix a positive integer, 1, and put V= C’. Let {vi, . . . . u,} 
be the standard basis of V and let 
Then @ is a root system of type B, in I’. Let W be the Weyl group of @ 
(so W may be identified with the group of signed permutation matrices). 
For 1 < i # j < 1, let si,i (resp. si) be the reflection in W that fixes H(u, - vi) 
(resp. H(ui)) pointwise. Let d, L, and A be as in Section 2. 
To study the modules A, (XE L) of Section 2, we need to choose specific 
orbit representatives for the action of W on L. 
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Recall that a partition is a non-increasing sequence of non-negative 
integers that is eventually zero. We will denote the partition consisting 
entirely of zeroes by 0. For a partition, n, the notation rc = 
(“12 *.* 2 rc,} will imply that rc, > 0 and rr,, , = 0. Also, 1x1 = xi ni and 
h(n) is the number of parts in rr. 
Let 7r= {n,> ... > rca} be a partition with 17~1 < 2. Put r0 = 0, and for 
1dj~a,letz,=n,+...+71j.For1~i~1,letpi:V-,@betheprojection 
on the ith-coordinate. Define X, to be the set of vectors, UE V, satisfying 
(1) p,,(u) =p,,(u) whenever rjjl + 1 <i,, isdzj for some j with 
l<j<a, and 
(2) p,(u)=0 for 17cl+ 16i61. 
Clearly, dim X, = h(n), and it is shown in [7, Proposition 2.31 that X, E L 
and (XT I 17~1 Q Z} is a complete set of orbit representatives for the action of 
W on L (this also follows easily from the results in [6]). 
Let N,={wE WlwX,=X,}. We can take 9,,={(X,Jh(rr)=Z--P) so 
(2.3) can be rewritten as 
APg @ indK(A,). 
n.h(rr)=lLp 
(3.1) 
In order to express each A, as a sum of induced modules, we will define 
a filtration of A by C W-modules indexed by the conjugacy classes of W. 
Then by taking intersections, we obtain a filtration of A, for each rr. 
Finally, we will show that each non-zero summand of the associated 
graded UX,-module is induced from a linear character of a subgroup of 
N,. 
As in Section 1, a double partition of I is an ordered pair of partitions, 
J, = (A’, A-), with IA+/ + ll-I = 1. Let %? denote the set of all double parti- 
tions of 1. 
We partially order 55’ as follows: Let rc and rr’ be partitions, and write 
7r<71’ in case 7r,+ ... +rc,drr;+ ... + rci for all i. Then < is a partial 
order on the set of partitions. Now for 1= (2 +, A-), p = (p +, CL-) E V, 
define A < (u if and only if A+ = pL+ and J. - < p -. It is easily checked that 
< is a partial order on V. 
We next consider the basis of A constructed by Lehrer [4]. This basis 
will be a common basis for all the submodules of A we will define. Suppose 
that 1 <i < j< 1. As in [4], denote the generator u~,~~, (resp. a,+ “,, a,) of 
A simply by a,, j (resp. bi,j, ci). Note that because ucr = ueor for c( E @, the 
order of the subscripts in a, j and b,,j is immaterial. For 1 d i < I, put 
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and let A!={(m,...m,lmiEAifor l<i</>. Then by [4, Lemma2.31, A 
is a C-basis for A. The action of W on the generators, {o,,~, b,,,j, cij, is 
described explicitly in [4, (2.4)], and we will use this description without 
comment. 
Let m=m,...m,EA with rn,eA’;. For 1 <idI define 
w  if m,=l 
if mi=c, 
if mi=ai,j 
if mi= bisj 
and put X(m) = K, n . . n K,. Clearly, X(m) E L and m E A,(,,. Because A 
is a basis for A, it follows that for each XE L, the set (m E A’ ) X(m) = X} 
is a basis for A,. 
We also associate with m = m, ... m,E M a graph (with loops), r(m), as 
follows: The vertex set of r(m) is { 1, . . . . Z} and r(m) has an edge, si, for 
each i with mi # 1. If mi = a, j or b, j for some j (necessarily with i c j), then 
si = {i, j}. If mi = ci, then .si = {i, i}, a loop at the vertex i. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let m E A? and let r, be a connected component of f(m). 
(1) The graph obtained from r,, by deleting any loops is a tree. 
(2) r, contains at most one loop. 
(3) Suppose that I-, contains a loop and let 
k=max{ili is a vertex ofr,}. 
Then the loop in r, occurs at the vertex k. 
Proof: The proofs of these statements are straightforward and will be 
omitted. 
If r is a graph, let [rl denote the number of vertices of r. Now suppose 
m E A! and let r,(m), . . . . r,,, (m) be the connected components of r(m), 
where the labeling is such that r,(mj, . . . . r,(m) are the components con- 
taining no loops, and ITi(m)l>ITi+l(m)l for l<i<a-1 or a+l<i< 
a+b-1. For l<i<a+b, put Ai=Irj(m)l and define A+ = 
14 2 ... >A,} and A- = {&,+r> ... >A,+,}. Finally, define t(m)= 
(A +, A - ), so t(m) E %?. Thus, associated with m E A%’ we have the invariants 
X(m), r(m), and t(m). 
Let A E % and define A, = span{m E A I t(m) < A}. It will be convenient 
to extend the definition of r( .) by defining r(@) = r(m) for 5 # 0 in C 
and mEA?. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. For 1 E V, A, is a 62 W-submodule of A. 
Proof: Recall that si, j and si are the reflections through the hyperplanes 
H(uj-uj) and H(ui) in d. It suffices to show that s,.m~ A2 and that 
s~,~+ , . m E Al for 1 < id 1- 1. Since s, . ci = ci for all i, and sI. ai,[ = b,, for 
1 d i< I- 1, it follows easily that s,.m~Jt! and T(s,.m) =r(m), so 
s,.mEA,. 
Now fix i with 1 < i < l- 1 and put s = s~,~+, . Let v be the transposition 
(i i+ 1) of (1, . . . . Z>. Then for 1 <j< k < I we have s f cj = cVCj), s . aj,k = 
a,(,Xv(k), and s. b/,/c = bv(j),v(k)- Therefore, 
(1) s.rnjEdj for j#i, i+ 1, 
(2) S.mi+l E&, and 
(3) s.rni~4fj+, unless miE {a,,i+,, bi,,+,). 
Thus, if mi$ {a,,i+l, bci+,}, it follows that -s .rn~&‘, and r(s.m) is 
obtained from r(m) by switching the vertices i and i+ 1. Hence, 
t(s.m)=t(m) and so s.mEA, in this case. 
Let mi= xi,i+, with x E {a, b) and suppose that mj+ 1 = ci+ 1. Then using 
(2.1) we have s~~~~~+,=x,,~+~c~=x,,~+,c~+,--c,c,+~. Hence, s.m= 
m’ -m”, where m’, m” E A! and (with the obvious notation) ml = x~,~+, , 
I 
mi+l=Ci+I3 rn,!’ = ci, and ml+, = ci+ 1. Therefore, r(m’) is obtained from 
I’(m) by switching the vertices i and i+ 1, and r(m”) is obtained from 
r(m) by replacing the edge {i, i+ l} with a loop at i. Thus, t(m’) = t(m) 
and t(m”) < t(m), SO s .m E Ai,. 
Finally, suppose that mi+ 1 E {a,+,,,, bi+l,k} (with k>i+l). Then a 
similar argument shows that s .rn = ml-m”, where m’, m” EA! with 
t(m’) = t(m”) = t(m). Thus, s. m E Aj, in this case also. This completes the 
proof of the proposition. 
For XEL and ~E+T?, define AX,,=A,nAI, Ai,,=CA,, (sum over p 
with p < A), and A,, = A,,,/AL,,. Let the overbar denote the natural map 
from A,, to A,,. Since all the A,, ‘s have bases which are subsets of A, 
we may define 
AX,,= {filrnEA with X(m)=Xand t(m)=n}. 
Then Jkt,,, is a basis for A, 1. 2ote that for each rr with 1~1 <Z, A, is a 
CN,-module and AXn z @ 1 AXr,, as @N,-modules. 
Our next task is to determine when A,, #O. Let A= (A’, A-) E %‘. 
For the remainder of this paper we will use the following notation 
concerning A: 
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CTi= 
i 
0, if i=O (3.4) 
A, + . . + &, if 1 <i<a+b. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 7~ be a partition with 1~1 < 1, and let rneJ2 with 
X(m) = X, and t(m) = A. Then %+ = 7~. 
Proof: Let X=X,=X(m) and let TC= {rc,~ . . . 2~~). Put zO=O and 
5j=7t, + ... + ni for 1 < i < c. It follows from the definition of X, that 
(1) pj,),=pi,J,#Oifandonlyif~i~,+1~j,,j,~~iforsomei,and 
(2) pjlx=O if and only if 17~ + 1 <j<I. 
If m has a factor of the form mi = bi,k, then pi Ix = -pk Ix. Since X(m) = 
X=X,, this cannot happen. Thus, it follows from the definition of X(m) 
that 
(3 ) pj, 1 x = pj2 1 x # 0 if and only if j, and j, are vertices of fi (m) for 
some i with 1~ i < a, and 
(4) pjlx = 0 if and only if j is a vertex of T,(m) for some i with 
a+l<i<a+b. 
Combining the statements (1) through (4), it follows that r,(m) I-I . . . 
LJ r,(m) has vertices { 1, . . . . lrc }, and that the partition of { 1, . . . . 17~1) deter- 
mined by the vertices of r,(m) u . . . u I’,(m) is precisely rc. Thus, A+ = rr. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Let A = (A+, A-) E %? and recall the notation concerning 1 introduced in 
(3.4). For 1 < i < 1 define 
mi= ci, 
i 
1, if iE (o,, . . . . a,} 
if iE ((T,+ 1, . . . . (T,+~J 
ai,i+l9 otherwise, 
and put m,=m, . ..m,. Then m, E M, t(mJ = 1, and X(m,) =X,+. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let XE L and let A be a double partition of 1, Then 
A,, # 0 if and only if X and X,+ lie in the same orbit of W on L. In 
particular, ifx is a partition with 1~1 < I, then A,,, # 0 if and only ifA + = 7t. 
Proof: Since w  . A, = A,, - - for w  E W and XEL, follows that 
w.A -Awx,i. x.2  for 1 E W. Thus it suffices to show that A,,, # 0 if and only 
if - E + = n. Now Axn,, # 0 if and only if .AV~~,~. # 0. Since mL E AxA+,l, it *
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follows from Lemma 3.5 that A’ X,,l # 0 if and only if A + = rr. This proves 
the corollary. 
Fix a partition, rr, with 17~1 < 1. Then by Corollary 3.6 we have 
A,r 0 A,,, (3.7) 
1,1+ =* 
as CN,-modules. We will show that for each double partition, A, with 
;1+ = 71, A,~,, is an induced module. 
If T is any subset of W, let (T) denote the subgroup generated by T. 
Fix a double partition of 1, A = (A’, A-), put A+ = n, and recall the 
notation concerning 3, introduced in (3.4). For 1 < i < a + b, define Ii G @ 
by 
zi~{v~,~~+1~v~,~~~2~~~~~v~,-I~v~~~v~,>~ 
Let Wi be the group generated by the reflections corresponding to roots in 
Ii, so Wj is of type B).,. If Ai= 1, then we take Wi to be a Coxeter group 
of type A,. For 1~ i < a + b, let xi be the longest element in Wi (with 
respect to the length function determined by Ii) and let 
Yi=so,-~+l,o,e~+2”’ o,pl,o,~ s 
Thus, yi is a positive &cycle in Wi (if Ai= 1, then xi is a generator of Wi 
and yi is the identity). 
Now for 1 d i < a + b, define Yi = Z,(y,). It is easily checked that 
yi= qxi, Vi>. 
Let 4 be the character of Y, x . . . x Yo+b determined by 4(xi) = 1 and 
$(Yi) = ( - l)“‘- ’ 5i9 where ti is a primitive ;l,th root of unity, for 
l<i<u+b. 
For each i with i # a and li = Ai+ i, deline di in W by 
di = s a,-,+l,a,+l”’ b,,b,+, s 
and let H, = (d, 1 i # a and Izi = &+ i ). It is easily seen that di acts on the 
set (I,, . . . . I,+, } by fixing Zj elementwise for j # i, i + 1 and interchanging 
Ii and Ii+,. Thus, Hn is a product of symmetric groups with Coxeter gener- 
ators (d, 1 i # a and Ai = Ai+ i}. Since di and d, commute whenever Ai # 3Lj, 
we may define a linear character, o, of H, by 
o(di) = 
1 
(-l)“t-1, if lbi<a--1 
( _ 1 )i.,, if a+ldi<a+b. 
It follows from the definitions that H, normalizes Yi x . . . x Y,,, 
and that Hi, stabilizes 4. Define YA = H,( Y, x . .. x Y,, b) and let ii, 
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be the linear character of Y, determined by resz,([,) = w  and 
res ‘,: y,x x ya+h(ij,)=4. Note that Yj,GJ’Jn. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let x be a partition with 1x1 < 1 and let 3. be a doable 
partition of 1 with i+ = z. Then Axz,, r ind;;([,) as CN,-modules. 
COROLLARY 3.9. For each p with 0 $ p d 1, 
APr @ ind g(L) 
j h(i.+)=/Lp I. 
as 62 W-modules. 
Proof of Corollary 3.9. This follows directly from (3.1), (3.7), 
Theorem 3.8, and transitivity of induction. 
Proof of Theorem 3.8. Let X= X,. For 1 < i < a + b, let ej be the 
idempotent in C Yi affording res ?([,), and put el = e, . . f e, + b. Recall the 
definition of m, preceding (3.6). To prove the theorem it suffices to show 
- 
(using [2, Proposition lO.S]) that e, m, generates A&as a CN,-module, 
- 
that Y, acts on the line Ce, ‘ml as cn, and that dim A,,, = IN, : Y,l. This 
will be accomplished in two steps. First, in Section 4, in the special case in 
which rr = /zr and ,? = (0, {l}), and then, in Section 5, in the general case. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.8: A SPECIAL CASE 
Throughout this section we will take rc = @ and ,? = (a, (1)). Note that 
when the conjugacy classes in W are labeled as in Cl], 2 = (0, {1} ) 
corresponds to the Coxeter class. Let X0 denote the zero subspace of V. 
Since A, p = A, whenever p is a double partition of 1 with pL+ = 0, we 
will suppress X0 from the notation.. In particular, it follows from (3.7) that - 
A’= A,E @ A, (sum over all p E%? with ,u+ = 0). 
The notation of Section 3 may be simplified as follows: 
(1) Clearly, N,= Wand m,=a,,,...a,-,,,c,. 
(2) Let Y= Y,. Then Y=Z,(s,,,...s,-,.,)= (w,, w,), where w0 is 
the longest element of W (with respect to the generating set, {s,,*, . . . . 
sl- i,[, s,>, of W) and w/=s~,~ “.s,- ,,/. Note that wow, is a Coxeter 
element (and thus Y = (w,wr)) if and only if 1 is odd. 
(3) Let i = il. Then i(wO) = 1 and [(w,) = ( - 1 )‘- ’ 5, where 5 is a 
primitive lth root of unity. 
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(4) Let e = e,. Then 
e=t(~~1((-1)“C-l)“wf+‘~’ ((-l)‘M1[-‘)pWoWf). 
p=O 
With this notation, we need to show that KE ind y(i) as @W-modules. 
LEMMA 4.1. dim&= 1W: Yj. 
ProoJ: Let me &? with t(m) = 1. Then r(m) is connected, so using 
Lemma 3.2 we have m=xl,k, ~~~x~-~,~,-~x~~,~c/, where XE {a, b} and 
i< ki. Since {fil t(m) = ;i} is a basis for A,, it follows that dim x= 
IJZ~~,~I = 2’-‘(1- l)! = ( IV: Yl. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. C-=x. 
Proof: Let m E J&! with t(m) = A. It suffices to show that m = @ Wm,. As 
above, write m = x~,~, . . . xl- 2,k,mz~I- ,,,c[, where x E {a, b} and i < ki. Since 
si.b,j=ai,j for i#j, there is a WE(S~,...,S~-~) so that w.m= 
al,k, .-.u~-,,,c,. Let S=(s,,, ,..., s~-~,,- ,), so S is a Weyl group of type 
A I-2. By [S, Theorem3.81 there is an h in @S so that hea,,2.-.a,p,,,= 
‘l,k, . . -a,- ,,,. Therefore, 
m = w-‘((h .a,,, . ..a.-,,,)c,)=w-‘h.a,,,...a,_,,,c,=w~’h.m,. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
- 
LEMMA 4.3. @We.m,=x. 
Proof 
- 
In view of Lemma 4.2, it s&ices to show that e acts on m, as 
a unit. The argument we give is a slight modification of the analogous 
argument in the proof of [S, Theorem 3.51. 
Let w’= (si, s~,~, . . . . s/-2,1-l ), so IV’ is a Weyl group of type BI- 1. 
Define w,=l and for 2<k<l--1, define wk=Si,2”‘Sk&i,k. Let t be an 
indeterminate. For 1 <p < I- 1, define b(l, p) in @IV’ by 
I- 1 
(1+w,-1t)(l-w,~2t)...(l+(-1)~-2~lt)= 1 b(Z,p)P. 
p=o 
A straightforward modification of the proof of [S, Proposition 3.81 shows 
that wf .m, = b(l, p) .m, (mod A;) for 1 < p < I- 1. Therefore, 
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For 1 < i < I - 1, the (1- i)th factor in the preceding expression is 
Since 
(~-(-l)~-‘wi)(~i-‘+~i~2(-l)i~‘wi+ . . +((-l)i-‘wi)i-‘) 
- 
and 5’ # 1 for 1 6 i 6 I - 1, it follows that e acts on m, as a unit. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
- 
Clearly, e. m, spans a Y stable line in & affording <. Hence, it follows 
from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 and [2, Proposition 10.51 that xzindT([). 
Therefore, Theorem 3.8 is proved for rr = 0 and I = (0, {I} ). 
Remark. Let IV’ be as in the proof of Lemma 4.3. Then the argument 
used to prove [S, Theorem 3.8(ii)] can be easily adapted to show that x 
is isomorphic to the left regular @W-module. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.8: THE GENERAL CASE 
Fix a partition, 71, with 1~1 < 1, a double partition, 1, with A+ = 71, and 
put A’= X,. Recall the notation concerning il introduced in (3.4) and the 
definition of mA preceding Corollary 3.6. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that A = ({l}, 0). Then e, acts on mn as a unit. 
Proof: Let w  = s~,~ . . ..s- i,,. Then it follows from the definitions in 
Section 3 that 
eA.mA=f(‘fl ((-1)1’4;1)pw’.mi). 
p=o 
It is shown in the proof of [S, Theorem 3.9) that cL-=lO(( - l)‘-’ 5;‘)” wp 
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acts invertibly on m, = u1,* . . . a,- 1,,. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let m EJ! with X(m) = X, and t(m) =I. Then there is an 
element w  E N, with the properties 
(1) fw.mE.H, 
(2) X(w .m) = X,, 
(3) t(w+m)=& and 
(4) for 1 < i < a + 6, Ti(w. m) has vertices {CJ- 1 + 1, . . . . a,}, where the 
notation is as in (3.4). 
Proof: It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.5 that for 1 < i < a, r,(m) 
has vertices { ci- i + 1, . . . . ai}, and that for a+l<i<a+b, we may sup- 
pose ri(m) has vertices (of, . . . . #I,}, where 1x1 + 1 E$U~ < . . . <U&G/. 
Define WE W by w(oi)=uj for l<j<lnl, and w(u~:)=u~,_~+~ for a+l< 
i < u + b and 1 < r < Ai. It is easily checked that w  satisfies the conditions 
of the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.3. A,, = CN,el -&. 
Prooj Let m,=m, . ..rn. with miEAi, and put ni=m,-,+, ...rnvi for 
l<i<a+b, so m,=n,..-n,+,. If 1 < i< a, then it follows from 
Lemma 5.1 that ei acts invertibly on ni. If a + 1~ i< a + b, then by the 
proof of Lemma 4.3, ei acts invertibly on q. Therefore, 
- - 
CN,e~.rn,=CN,(e,-~)...(e,+,.n,,,)=CN;(n,...n,,,)=CN;rn, 
so to prove the lemma it suffices to show that CN, .Eij, = A,,. 
Let m E A! with X(m) =X and t(m) = A (so ti E A”,,) and let w  be an ele- 
ment of N, satisfying the conditions of Lemma 5.2. Write f w  . m = 
rn; . . . rn; with mjrzdi. For l<i<a+b, let ni=rnk,-,+,...mb,. For 
1 < i < a, let Si be the group generated by the reflections corresponding to 
the long roots in Zi, so Si < W, and Si is a Weyl group of type A,,- 1. 
Clearly, S, . ..S. W,, i ... W,,, < N,. Now by [S, Proposition 3.31, 
niECS,n,for l~i~a,andbyLemma4.2,~~CW~~~fora+l~i~a+b. 
Thus, 
- 
so GEE CN, -m,. Since Ax,* is a basis for A,,, it follows that A,, = 
CN, .T. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. The line Ce, .EiJ in A,, affords the linear character cl of 
YA . 
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Proof: It follows from the definition of e, that if y E Y, x ... x Yufh, 
- - 
then y(e, . mj.) = ii(y) e, . m,. 
To show that HL acts on Ce, . ?$ as res$([,), it suffices to show that 
d,(e, .m,) = ij,(d,) e, .m, 
whenever i # a and li = 1”; + , . Suppose i # a and Ai = ;1, + I. Then 
die,d,~‘=e,...(d,eid,~l)(d,ei+Idi’)...e,+, 
=e, ...ei+,ei...ea+b 
= ej 
and, using the notation of the preceding proof, 
= n,~~~(d,~n,)(d,~ni+l)...n,., 
-- - 
=Ti;...ni+, ni...no+b 
= (-l)+‘m,, 
{ 
if l<ida 
(-l)“‘m,, if a+lQiba+b. 
Hence, di(eA .EIJ = el(di .EiJ = i,(di) e, .w. This completes the proof of 
the lemma. 
In order to show that dim A,,A = IN, : Yj.1, we need to compute 1 Y.1. 
Put 
i 
Y,, if l<i<a zi= 
Yiso,v if a+ ldi<a+b 
and let zA = z, “.z,+~. It is shown in [ 1, Section 73 that (zA 11 E %?} is a 
complete set of conjugacy class representatives for W. 
LEMMA 5.5. For 2 a double partition of 1, (Y,l = IZ,(z,)l. 
Proof For 1 < i < a + b, put Zi = (xi, z,), so Zi < Wi and lZil = 1 YJ. 
Clearly, 
ff,(Z, x ... xZ,+,)~Z,(zi.), 
and equality follows from [3, Lemma 4.2.101. Thus, 1 YAl = IZ,(zJl and 
the lemma is proved. 
Remark. Define yn = y, . . . Y~+~. Then it is easily seen that 
Y, E Z,(y,), and using [3, Lemma 4.2.101 again it follows that 
yL = zW(YA.). 
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LEMMA 5.6. Let II be a partition with 1x1 < I and let 1 be a double 
partition of I with i+ = rc. Then dim A,, = 1 N, : Y,I. 
Proof Note that Z,(Z~) < N,. Using Lemmas 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 we have 
dim A x.1 Q IN, : Y,l = IN, : Z&,)l 
for all pairs (rc, 1) with 17~1 < 1 and A+ = n. Therefore, 
dim A= 1 indK(A,J 
x, 1111 < /
= 1 1 IW:N,IdimG 
n,lnl</ ,&A^+=?7 
G 1 c I~:NAIN,:Zdz,)l 
n,lnl</ a,i.+=* 
=lWl. 
By Corollary 2.5, dim A = I WI, so we must have that dim A,,, = IN, : Y,l. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
It follows from Lemmas 5.3, 5.4, and 5.6 that A,,, z indT;([J as 
@N,-modules, and so Theorem 3.8 is proved. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we give two applications of Theorem 3.8 to the computa- 
tion of the character, ep, afforded by Hp(M, C), 0 < p 6 1. First we compute 
the multiplicities of the various linear characters of W in I?, and then we 
sketch the computation of P(y) and Op(ysI), where y = s~,~. . . s,- i,, is a 
(positive) l-cycle. The computation of P’(y) and BP(ys,) has also been 
obtained by Lehrer [4] using different methods. 
Let T=(sill<i<l) and S,=(~~,~+,ll<i<l-l), so Wis the semi- 
direct product TM S,. We will denote the trivial character of W by 1 ,+,, the 
sign character of W by E, the linear character that is trivial on S, and the 
sign character on T by x, , and the linear character that is trivial on T and 
the sign character on S, by xz. Also, let (x, x’)~ denote the usual inner 
product for characters x and x’ of W. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. With the preceding notation, 
(1) (lw,Bp)w=l ifp=OorZ,and(1,,8P)W=2if2~p~1-l, 
(2) (8, BP),=OfOr allp>O, 
481/147/2-2 
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(3) (xr,P),=l if I is euen and p=l or I- 1, and (~,,8~),=0 
otherwise, and 
(4) (x2, B”)w= 1 ifp= I or I- 1, and (x2, Bp)w=O otherwise. 
ProoJ: This result follows directly from Theorem 3.8, Frobenius 
reciprocity, and the computation of res K( 1 ,+,), res Z(E), res E(xi), and 
resK(X2) for 1 a double partition of 1. 
For the second application we recall the formula for the value of an 
induced character. Let { wi 1 1 < i < n> be a complete set of left coset 
representatives of Y, in W and define t1 by 
if XE Yj, 
otherwise 
for x E W. Then 
indz(i,)(y) = f: ~A(w,~‘YW). 
i-l 
Recall also that y=~i,~...s,~i,,, Y,=H~(Y,x ... x Yafb), Yj= (xi, y,), 
Y,= Yl “‘Yo+bT and Y, = Z,(yA). 
It follows from the definition of Yi, that if A is not of the form (mk, @) 
or (0, m”) for some factorization 1= mk of 1, then YA cannot contain any 
conjugate of y. Thus P(y) = 0 unless 1- p 1 I or p = 1. If I- p 1 Z, then 
WY) = ind ~(L)(y), where A= (I’pp/(I-p), 0). If p= 1, then 8’(y) = 
C, ind g,,(c).,,,)(y), where the sum is over all divisors, m, of 1 and 
1” = (0, m”“). 
Fix a factorization I= mk of I and put A= (mk, 0) or A = (0, m”). To 
compute ep( y) we need to compute ind g(y). 
Suppose that w  E SI and t E T. Then tw-‘ywt E YA if and only if 
w-‘ywt’~ Y,, where t’ is the commutator [w-‘y-‘w, t]. Since Y, is the 
semidirect product ( Y, n T) XI ( Y, n S,), it follows that tw ~ ‘ywt E Y, 
implies w-‘yw~ YnS,. Clearly, w-‘yw~ Y,=Z,(yl) if and only if 
Wy,W-’ E Z,(y) = (y). Let cl(A) denote the conjugacy class of y, in W. 
Then cl(l)n(y)={yk’IIGr<m and gcd(r,m)=l}. Let U,= 
{rll<r<m and gcd(r,m)=l}. Then 
indK(L)(y) = C C iA(twr-‘yw,t), 
rEUm f 
where for each r E U,,,, w, is a fixed element of W with w, y, w,-’ = ykr, and 
the second sum is over a suitable subset of T. 
Recall that Hj, is a Coxeter group of type A,- i with generators 
d i, . . . . dk- i if k > 1 and H;, is the trivial group if k = 1. Define 
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hO=d,...dkp, ifk>landh,=lifk=l.ForrEU,letr’EU,denotethe 
multiplicative inverse of r modulo m. 
LEMMA 6.2. Suppose r E U,. 
(1) It is possible to choose w, E S, so that w, y,w;’ = yk’ and 
w; lyw, = y;‘h,. 
(2) Zf w, is chosen as in (l), then 
ind i!‘$J(y) = 
i 
,,c, My;‘hJ, if m is odd 
zm in(Y;‘ho) + 1 iL(Y’;‘hox,h g m iseuen. 
rEUm rcu, 
ProoJ This result is a straightforward calculation in W. We omit the 
details. 
Since r H r’ is a bijection from U, to itself, combining Lemma 6.2 with 
the definition of cl gives 
id ~(L)(y) = 
‘,,c, 5’9 if m is odd and A = (mk, 121) 
(-i)l-l 1 y, if m is odd and I = (0, mk) 
rEu, 
2(-l)k c if’, if m is even and A = (mk, 0) 
reu, 
-2 1 5’9 if m is even and A = (0, mk), 
b IE u, 
(6.3) 
where 5 is a primitive mth root of unity. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let Op be the character of the C W-module HP(M, C) 
andlet y=s,,,...s,-,,,E W. Then 
if I-pIlandl/(l-p)isodd 
if I-pIlandl/(l-p)iseven 
otherwise, 
where p is the Miibius function, D, = {m E N Irn is odd and mll}, and 
D,={m~N(miseuenandm(l}. 
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ProoJ This result follows directly from (6.3) using the fact that for a 
positive integer, m, C, t (:,,, 5” = p(m) when 5 is a primitive mth root of 
unity. 
Finally, a similar argument proves the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. With the notation as in Proposition 6.4, 
if I-pIlandl/(l-p)isodd 
~p(YsI) = - 1 Am), if p=l 
PIED, 
0, otherwise. 
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